The ability to use computer and human based interaction would make things easier for the user, but would be challenging for the researchers. More sophisticated imaging systems can handle inter plot the results of image analysis and describe the various objects and their connections in the scene. The electricity, gas, and water metering instruments may employ the Automatic meter reading (AMR) system for automation of bill generation process. The image processing implementation may ease the process of AMR. In this paper, we discussed the image processing applications in AMR.

Contribution/Originality: This study is one of very few studies which have investigated the applications of image processing in automatic meter reading.

1. INTRODUCTION

Digital image processing system is becoming popular due to easy availability of computers with large memory size, graphics based software tools, etc. Image processing finds various applications like film industry, forensic studies, remote sensing technology, medical imaging, military applications, text detection, printing industry, etc. The advent of image processing has registered an incredible and noble growth curve for the past two centuries. This improvement is very clearly shows that how computer science engineers and researchers alike, in the way interactions between man and machine have grown.

If continuous research in man-computer interaction makes ground-breaking achievements, the interactions with computers would increasingly seem like interactions that happen between people. Various techniques like speech recognition, bar code, and Optical Mark Recognition (OMR), and Optical Character Recognition (OCR) fulfill the automation needs in various applications [17]. So Image processing based automation has distinct application in AMR. Here we discussed the implementation of image processing based technology in AMR.
2. REVIEW ON IMAGE PROCESSING BASED APPLICATIONS IN AMR

2.1. OCR System for Seven Segment Display Images of Measuring Instruments

Ghugardare, et al. [2] propose a generalized module for automatic calibration of any measuring instruments (e.g. Temperature Monitoring System) using optical character recognition approach. The module is designed for scanning of seven segment display of measuring instruments through the camera. The system will preprocess the seven segment character display images and then extract the features for recognition. The following block diagram that is shown in Figure 1 shows the various stages involved in text recognition from seven segment display.

![Fig-1. Various Stages Involved in Text Recognition](image)

They mainly suggest algorithms for recognition of seven-segment display characters present on digital multimeters. This solution benefits toward the significant reduction in work quantity for calibration as well as from better replication and objectivity of measuring. The accuracy of the system is 95%.

2.2. Automatic Recognition System for the Numeric Character on Ammeter Dial Plate

Li and Qian [3] proposed the image processing based automatic recognition system for the numeric character on ammeter dial plate. The recognition system uses the binary transformation, Hough transformation, projecting algorithm, thinning, closed and open algorithm as preprocessing stage, put forward nine segment display projection algorithm based on seven-segment display to extract the digital characteristics and use layered pattern base to realize numeric characters recognition. Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the text recognition process in Ammeter dial plate.

![Fig-2. Flowchart of the Text Recognition in Ammeter dial Plate](image)
Characters similar in shape can be distinguished better by using nine-segment display projection algorithm. The experiment shows that the numeric character recognition rate is up to 98% and the recognition time of six digits mechanical ammeter is less than 18 milliseconds.

The electro-mechanical energy meters are commonly employed in the consumer doorsteps to measure the consumption of utilities. There exist two types of analog meters one type use rotary dials and the other one uses pointer dials.

Ocampo-Vega, et al. [4] introduce a methodology based on image processing and segmentation to enable the image acquisition and processing of pointer dials type energy meter to obtain efficient and accurate meter readings. The image acquired with a Smartphone and applied a sequence of image processing techniques to find and extract the pointer dial. The database created with more than a hundred of images. The images have been taken under different light conditions, angles and perspectives. The method can extract the reading information in an average of three seconds, with 92% accuracy. The method enables the usage of the Smartphone to acquire and automatically extract the reading information of a pointer type analog dial meter. It allows interesting applications that could help the public to monitor their energy consumption and learn patterns to save energy.

Yudong, et al. [5] discuss to replace inaccuracy and time-consuming job of energy measurement by meter readers. The automatic reading of pointer-type energy meter can be realized with computer vision and image processing technology. It has the feature of higher efficiency, less consumption, and lower production costs. Zhao, et al. [6] put forward a novel method, which the power meter can be read based on computer vision, and the architecture of the remote meter automatic reading system is designed. The non-contact measurement method using computer vision technique has been proposed which is different with the AMR system that must obtain the value from the digital communication interface. The local meter reading information of distributed substation can be transmitted to the central server using computer network. The preprocessing, segmentation and pattern matching are the various steps in the meter image recognition process. Via energy meter automatic recognition experiment, the results based computer vision is accurate enough to monitor the remote substation running parameters.

The OCR technique is used to detect characters other than English, like Arabic [7], Chinese [8], Telugu [9], Tamil [10] etc. The various applications and works presented by various authors show that OCR helps to reduce the manual data entry work.

### 2.3. Automatic Gas Meter Reading

Vanetti, et al. [11] present a novel approach for automatic gas meter reading from the real world images. Like electricity meter reading, the gas meter reading is usually done manually by an operator, and a picture is taken from a mobile device as proof of reading. Since the reading operation is prone to errors, the proof image is checked offline by another operator to confirm the reading. The Figure 3 shows the results of various stages obtained by Vanetti, et al. [11].
Fig. 3. Results of the novel approach for automatic gas meter reading from the real world image

They present a method to support the validation process to reduce the human intervention. Their approach is trained to detect and recognize the text of a particular area of interest. Initially, they detect the region of interest and segment the text contained using a method based on an ensemble of neural models. Then they perform an optical character recognition using a Support Vector Machine. They evaluated every step of their approach, as well as the overall assessment, showing that despite the complexity of the problem their method provides good results also when applied to degraded images.

2.4. Recognition of Seven Segment Numbers on Display

Kulkarni and Kute [12] discusses an algorithm for the recognition of seven segment numbers on display so that the algorithm can be utilized for applications such as the automated reading of LCD-based meters. The algorithm outlines a 7-step process consisting of four types of operations such as object detection, noise removal, image segmentation and numeral recognition based on pixel density feature extraction. Figure 4 shows the steps involved in the algorithm developed by

Fig. 4. Steps Involved in the Proposed Algorithm for the Recognition of Seven Segment Numbers on Display
Source: Kulkarni and Kute [12]
The performance of the algorithm is evaluated, by simulation and field tests, for robustness to variations of digit positions, brightness, contrast, tilt, and noise. The recognition rate of the algorithm is 79% when tested over a wide range of variation in illumination and angular tilt conditions.

There has been an ongoing effort for increasing the number of AMI devices to improve the observability of the system. When deployed across secondary networks distribution, AMI provides the information of building-level load and energy consumption, which can be used to improve strategy of grid management. A barrier to implementation is the significant upgrade costs associated with retrofitting existing energy meters with network-capable sensing. The economical way is to use image processing methods to extract usage information from images of the current meters. Tang, et al. [13] present a solution without modifying the existing electromechanical analog meters. It uses online data exchange of energy consumption information from consumer premises to a central server. The systematic approach to extract energy consumption data from the images is applied to replace the existing process of manual reading.

2.5. LED Text Detection and Recognition

Nowadays, LED dot matrix has the increasing role in many application areas to showing messages and contents. These messages contain various characters to display the message. A single character can be displayed by a matrix containing a particular number of rows and columns. By combining the characters, any message can be shown on LED display board. The message shown with the help of LED is the LED text. The LED text is very hard to detect because it shows discontinuity.

Vandana and Kaur [14] proposed a method to solve the problem of LED text detection and recognition. They extract the board region from natural image to perform their method. The work is developed by firstly inputting an image. The input image is then processed to convert the colors to grayscale. Then, the image is segmented to extract the rectangular region. The single character detected with single character extraction method. They recognized the characters with 88.57% accuracy.
In recent years, the dot-matrix text of LED display is widely used for displaying the information. At present, there is no text extraction or recognition system that is capable of handling the LED text. Unlike the printed text, it is not the easiest job to detect or recognize the LED text due to its discontinuity in shape.

Wahyono and Jo [15] propose a method for text detection in LED display and recognition in images of the natural scene. The recognition process is consisting of two steps. The first step is to apply canny edge detector to detect the character pixels which appears in the LED display area.

The character feature extraction has been performed based on the spatial information like centroid and orientation of the character candidate. These values analyzed using a k-nearest neighbor algorithm for alphanumeric character classification. The recognized characters combined into a text line based on the similarity of their characteristics like aspect ratio, width, height, and colour. The post-processing is then applied for rectifying the falsely recognized characters. In experiments, the proposed method achieves 68.8% and 47% for text location detection and recognition rate, respectively. These results show the robustness and effectiveness of the proposed method for detecting and recognizing the LED text in natural scene images. The results of our previous work [16] OCR based Electricity billing has been shown in figure 6.

Rodriguez, et al. [17] discussed the necessity to develop tools that allow the consumers to know about their electricity consumption. They propose a new number recognition algorithm named as Hausdorff distance for meter reading (HD MR). The experiments prove that HD MR can achieve a 99.9% recognition rate, even when recognized numbers are under rotation in the energy meter. The maximum recognition time is 31 ms; hence, the proposed method proves to be efficient and capable in real time for the task proposed.

3. CONCLUSION

In today world, images place a significant role in the area of data mining. Superimposed text in images gives much information. Recognition of text in images is of greater demand. Text recognition in complex background images is still a very challenging task in computer vision. In this paper we discussed various techniques of image
processing that has been applied for AMR. The implementation of image processing helps us to build novel approach in automation.
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